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The retina is composed of two main layers—the neuroretina and the retinal
pigment epithelium (RPE)—that are separated by a potential gap termed
the sub-retinal space (SRS). Accumulation of fluid in the SRS may result in a
retinal detachment. A key function of the RPE is to prevent fluid accumulation
in the SRS by actively pumping fluid from this space to the choroid. We have
developed a mathematical model of this process that incorporates the trans-
port of seven chemical species: Na+, K+, Cl−, HCO�

3 , H
+, CO2 and H2CO3.

This allows us to estimate solute and water fluxes and to understand the
role of the different membrane ion channels. We have performed a global sen-
sitivity analysis using the extended Fourier amplitude sensitivity test to
investigate the relative importance of parameters in generating the model out-
puts. The model predicts that flow across the RPE is driven by an osmotic
gradient in the cleft gap between adjacent cells. Moreover, the model estimates
howwater flux ismodified in response to inhibition ofmembrane ion channels
and carbonic anhydrase (CA). It provides a possible explanation for how CA
inhibitors, which are used clinically to prevent fluid accumulation in the
SRS, may be acting.
1. Introduction
The retina is composed of two main layers—the neuroretina and the retinal pig-
ment epithelium (RPE)—that are separated by a potential space termed the
sub-retinal space (SRS). The RPE sits on a connective tissue layer called
Bruch’s membrane, below which is the choroid. The RPE is bounded above
(the apical surface) by the SRS and below by the choroidal space, as shown
in figure 1. The RPE cells themselves are coupled by tight junctions and this
layer constitutes the outer blood–retinal barrier.

The photoreceptors face the apical surface of the RPE. The functions of the
RPE include pumping fluid from the SRS to the choroid and transport-
ing the carbon dioxide produced by the retina, and particularly by the
photoreceptors, to the choroid, where it can be eliminated [1].

In a healthy retina, the RPE actively pumps fluid from the SRS to the chor-
oid at a rate of about 4–10 μl h−1 cm−2 [2,3]. It is a failure of this pumping that
can lead to fluid accumulation in the SRS, which is associated with a number
of pathological conditions, including serous retinal detachment, age-related
macular degeneration and diabetic retinopathy [4]. The aim of this model is
to understand how this fluid transport occurs.

The fluid transport is isotonic (i.e. without a significant difference in osmo-
larity between the apical and basal regions) and the standard explanation is that
‘water follows the ions’, i.e. water transport occurs in the main direction of ion
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Figure 1. Sketch of the retinal pigment epithelium cell. Drawing by Prof.
Federica Grillo (University of Genoa, Italy). (Online version in colour.)
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transport [5]. However, the physical mechanisms behind this
coupling are obscure.

A number of mathematical models have been developed to
study isotonic fluid transport by epithelia. Diamond & Bossert
[6] first proposed what is known as the standing gradient
osmotic flow (or local osmosis) model. This model postulates
the presence of an osmolarity gradient that is generated in
the cleft gap between two adjacent cells. This gradient is gen-
erated by the active pumping of ions and it drives fluid into
and along the cleft, resulting in transepithelial water transport.
This model has been extended and applied to study isotonic
water transport in a number of epithelia (e.g. [7–10]).

Electro-osmosis has been proposed as an alternative mech-
anism. It occurs as a result of the interaction of an electric
field with non-zero spatial charge density that forms in a thin
region close to the cell membrane. We previously developed
a mathematical model that couples water and ion flow across
the RPE that incorporates both local and electro-osmotic
effects [11], allowing the investigation of the relative impor-
tance of these two possible mechanisms for fluid transport.
This model looked at the presence of three different species:
sodium (Na+), potassium (K+) and chloride (Cl−). The model
predicted that local osmosis, driven by the osmolarity gradient
in the cleft gap, is comparable to the experimentally measured
values of the flow and extensively dominates electro-osmosis.

However, that model had a number of limitations and the
objective of this work is to extend the work in [11] to include
the role of bicarbonate (HCO�

3 ), carbon dioxide (CO2), carbo-
nic acid (H2CO3) and protons (H+) along with the relevant
ion channels, as they are thought to play an important role
in fluid transport [12], with the aim of generating a more
accurate quantitative estimate of transepithelial water and
ion fluxes. Adding HCO�

3 to our model is essential if one
wants to describe physiological ion fluxes in detail. In our
previous model, the Na+ flux across the RPE was imposed
to be zero. The addition of these extra species now allows
the sodium flux to be modelled.

The importance of CO2 and bicarbonate in fluid transport
is shown by the enhancement of fluid flow by carbonic anhy-
drase (CA) inhibitors [13,14]. The enzyme CA catalyses the
conversion of CO2 and H2O to carbonic acid (H2CO3) and
it is well known that some patients with macular oedema
will respond to CA inhibition [15,16]. Adijanto et al. [1] con-
ducted in vitro experiments on human fetal RPE, suggesting
that an increase in apical and basal CO2 enhances water
transport. The motivation behind developing the current
model is to better understand such processes.

The main objectives of the present modelling work are
thus as follows. First, we examine the coupling between
water and ion transport in the context of the RPE. Second,
we consider the impact of CO2, HCO�

3 , pH and H2CO3 on
water transport, including alterations of the balance between
the species via CA inhibition. Finally, we explore the effects of
ion channel regulation on water transport.
2. Methods
2.1. Model set-up
We represent the RPE cell layer as a row of rectangles with length L
and width H in a two-dimensional space (figure 2). The cells
(denoted with superscript i for intracellular; see table 1) are separ-
ated by a region of thickness 2h, representing the cleft gap (g) and
connected with tight junctions (tj). Above the cell layer there is the
apical region (a), which is the SRS. The RPE sits on Bruch’s mem-
brane, and below this is the basal region (b), which is the choroid.

The apical membrane is assumed to be folded, leading to an
area increase of a factor of 10 [1], which we neglect in the geome-
try but account for in the values of membrane permeability to
water and uncharged solute. We introduce a Cartesian system
of coordinates (x, y), so that x spans the length of the cleft and
x = 0 corresponds to Bruch’s membrane (figure 2).

We make the assumption that the solutions are well mixed in
the apical and basal regions. The solute concentrations in these
spaces are fixed and we formulate a mathematical model for
water and ion transport across the cell and the cleft gap. We con-
sider the presence of seven species: Na+, K+, Cl−, HCO�

3 , CO2,
H2CO3 and H+.

CO2 and HCO�
3 are subject to chemical rearrangement via

the following two reactions:

HCO�
3 þHþ O

k1

k�1

H2CO3 O
kd

kh
CO2 þH2O: (2:1)

The first reaction is the dissociation of H2CO3 into the ions
HCO�

3 and H+; it is rapid and happens almost instantaneously.
The second reaction is normally slow, but can be catalysed up
to six orders of magnitude in speed by CA [8]. There are a
number of isoforms of CA: CA II is found in the cytosol of
the RPE [17], whereas CA IV and XIV are attached to the cell
membranes and are active in the extracellular membranes
[18,19]. In effect, the presence of CA activity can be considered
to be ubiquitous. The rates of this reaction are reported in table 2.

Although the second step of reaction (2.1) involves the pro-
duction and consumption of water, the resulting changes are
insignificant compared with the total water present. Accordingly,
the amount of water is considered to be fixed.

The concentrations of anions and cations do not balance in the
cell; there is an excess of cations. This deficiency of measured anions
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Figure 2. Left cell: Diagram of ion channels in the RPE cell membranes, with a sketch of the domain and coordinate system. Right cell: Typical values for species
concentrations (in mM) and electrical potential (mV) under the open-circuit condition. The prescribed values are in black and the values predicted by the model are
in blue for the reference parameters in table 2, with an identical concentration of CO2 in the apical and basal regions. (Online version in colour.)

Table 1. List of notations and variables used in the model. Superscripts s
and m denote generic regions from the set {a, b, g, i}. We highlight with
a ‘*’ the unknowns computed by the model in the regions reported in
parenthesis. With ‘**’ we denote the variables that are functions of the
unknowns.

a, b, g, i values of s labelling apical, basal, cleft gap and

intracellular regions, respectively

nsk , *(i, g) concentration of species k in region s (mM) such

that ns0 ¼[Na+]s, ns1 ¼[K+]s, ns2 ¼[Cl−]s,

ns3 ¼[HCO�3 ]
s, ns4 ¼[H+]s, ns5 ¼[CO2]

s and

ns6 ¼[H2CO3]
s

X, *(i) concentration of non-diffusible anions in the cell

(mM)

B, *(i) and

HB, **

concentration of cytosolic and protonated buffer

(mM)

zk valence and charge of species k

f sk , ** kinetic description of reactions of species k in

region s

ϕs, *(a, g, i) electrical potential in region s (V)

jsk , ** flux of species k per unit area in region s

(mol m−2 s−1)

Jsmk , ** membrane flux of solute k per unit area from

region s to region m (mol m−2 s−1)

Qsm, ** water flux per unit area from region s to region m

(m s−1)

u, ** fluid velocity (m s−1)

p, *(g) fluid pressure in the cleft gap (Pa)
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is called the anion gap and is due to some species not included in
the model; in particular, both anions (such as lactate and phosphate)
and non-diffusible proteins, which carry a net negative charge.
We model the anion gap by assuming the presence of a com-
bination of two non-diffusible species. The first one, a buffer
termed B−, will react with H+ within the physiological pH
range and the reaction can be modelled as follows:

B� þHþ O
k3

k�3

HB, (2:2)

where HB is a protonated buffer, a product of the reaction
(2.2), and is not charged. The total buffer concentration is
fixed and conserved, and we denote it by CB := B +HB,
where B and HB denote the concentrations of B− and HB,
respectively. We note that this representation of cytosolic buf-
fering is highly simplified, representing a large number of
different reactions.

The second group consists of non-diffusible molecules that
are strong acids and do not react with H+ in the physiological
pH range. We denote their concentration by X and the corre-
sponding fixed negative charge by ~X :¼ zXX, where zX is the
mean valence of these molecules. Therefore, the total concen-
tration of fixed negative charge in the cell is ~X þ B and the
total concentration of non-diffusible molecules is X + CB.

The pumps, co-transporters and ion channels that we incor-
porate in the model are adapted from Adijanto et al. [1] and
Reichhart & Strauß [20] (figure 2). A peculiar feature of the
RPE cell is that the Na+/K+ ATPase is located in the apical mem-
brane. It pumps three Na+ out of the cell and two K+ in (denoted
in the following with subscript ATP). The apical membrane also
has the NKCC co-transporter that transports Na+, K+ and two
Cl− (NKCC), the K+ channels, the electrogenic channel NBC1
that co-transports two HCO�

3 and one Na+ (aNBC1:2) and the
Na+/H+ exchanger (NHE) [21,22]. Following Adijanto et al. [1],
we also account for the possible presence of the electroneutral
Naþ–HCO�

3 co-transporter (aNBC1:1), where the a stands for
apical.

The basolateral membrane has K+ channels, Cl− channels, the
HCO�

3 /Cl
− exchanger AE2 (AE) and the NBC channel that co-

transports Na+ and HCO�
3 . The stoichiometry of the NBC chan-

nel is not clear, with estimates varying from 1 : 2 (Na+ : 2HCO�
3 )

to 1 : 3 [1]. We have modelled this NBC channel as a combination
of channels with stochiometry 1 : 2 (bNBC1:2) and 1 : 3 (bNBC1:3)
in the basolateral membrane.
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The tight junction is considered to be impermeable to anions [1].
We assume that both cell membranes are permeable to CO2

and H2CO3, since these molecules are not polarized and can
pass through the lipid bilayer. Water is transported across the
membranes by aquaporins and we have attributed a given
hydraulic conductivity to each membrane.

Throughout this paper, we adopt the notation presented in
table 1 and the values reported in table 2 as the baseline. Unless
stated otherwise, we use superscripts to label regions and sub-
scripts to label species, which we number in the following way:

Naþ Kþ Cl� HCO�
3 Hþ CO2 H2CO3

0 1 2 3 4 5 6

We first present a spatially resolved model of solute transport
with reactions. We then simplify the model using asymptotic
expansions in terms of the aspect ratio of the cleft, δ = h/L, and
exploiting the fact that different time scales characterize reaction
and diffusion processes. We then model fluid transport in the
cleft. This model does not include electro-osmosis in the cleft,
as it has been demonstrated to be subdominant [11], and instead
focuses on water transport driven by osmosis. Finally, we impose
water balance in the cell and describe the solution procedure.

2.2. Model of solute transport and water
Each ion k∈ {0, 1,…, 6} is conserved in region s∈ {i, g}

@nsk
@t

¼ �r � jsk þ f sk , (2:3a)

where r ¼ (@=@x, @=@y), and is transported by electrodiffusion
and advection [26]

jsk ¼ �Dk rnsk þ
zkF
RT

nskrfs
� �

þ unsk: (2:3b)

The anion gap is modelled to ensure electroneutrality,

X4
k¼0

zknsk ¼ Xs, s [ {i, g}, (2:3c)

where Xi = zXX + B and Xg = 0.
In the cell, we have an additional equation for the negatively

charged cytosolic buffer (which we assume cannot diffuse),

@B
@t

¼ f iB: (2:3d)

The concentration of HB can be found from the relation HB=
CB− B. The f sk are the reaction terms, modelled via the law of
mass action [27] as follows:

f s3 ¼ k�1ns6 � k1ns3n
s
4, f iB ¼ k�3HB� k3ni4B, f s4 ¼ f s3 þ f sB,

f s5 ¼ �khns5 þ kdns6, f s6 ¼ �f s5 � f s3, s [ {i, g}

(2:4)

with all other f sk equal to zero.
We start simplifying our equations by comparing the time

scales for reaction and diffusion processes. The time scale
for diffusion in the cell is about L2/D≈ 0.06 s, where D = 1.7 ×
10− 9 m2 s− 1 (K+ in water, [28]) is a representative diffusion
coefficient.

The time required for the first step of the reaction (2.1) and
for the buffer reaction (2.2) is about 10− 7 s. It thus makes sense
to assume that the first step of the reaction (2.1) and the reaction
(2.3d ) are both effectively in equilibrium. This leads to the
following relations:

ns6 ¼ Kdns3n
s
4, Kd ¼ k1

k�1
, s [ {i, g} (2:5a)

and

B ¼ KbCB

Kb þ ni4
and Kb ¼ k�3

k3
: (2:5b)
We also note that the time scale for lateral diffusion in the cleft is
much faster than in the cell, owing to its small width. Neverthe-
less, the relation (2.5a) still holds, as we prove in the electronic
supplementary material.

In the second step of the reaction (2.1), catalysed hydration
of CO2 takes about 6 × 10− 4 s and dehydration 2 × 10− 6 s. These
reaction rates are up to 106 times slower in the absence of CA.
As we are interested in studying the effect of CA inhibition,
we do not assume that this step of the reaction (2.1) is in
equilibrium [24].

We obtain an equation for total CO2 conservation by consider-
ing (2.5a) and adding equations (2.3a) for k = 3, 5, 6 (bicarbonate,
carbon dioxide and carbonic acid, respectively), resulting in

@ns3
@t

þ @ns5
@t

þ @ns6
@t

¼ �(r � js3 þr � js5 þr � js6), s [ {i, g}: (2:6)

We can furthermanipulate equations (2.3a) by subtracting equation
(2.3a) for k = 4 from equation (2.3a) for k = 3 and adding (2.3d), to
obtain the following relationship for conservation of charge:

@ns3
@t

� @ns4
@t

þ @B
@t

¼ �r � js3 þr � js4, s [ {i, g}: (2:7)

We will be using equations (2.6) and (2.7) along with (2.5a)
and (2.5b) instead of equations (2.3a) for k = 3, 4, 6 (HCO�

3 , H
+

and H2CO3, respectively) and (2.3d ).
We do not explore transients (for example, the effects of

transitioning from light to dark) and only focus on the steady-
state behaviour of the system. Therefore, we have dropped all
time derivatives.
2.2.1. Boundary conditions
We prescribe concentrations of solute in apical and basal regions
nsk, k [ {0, . . . , 6}, s [ {a, b}, as in table 2.

We impose at the membrane separating the generic regions s
and m (either a cell membrane or a tight junction) the condition
that the flux on the s side of the membrane of species k is equal to
the function Jsmk ,

nsm � jsk ¼ Jsmk , k [ {0, . . . , 6}: (2:8)

This describes both the passive and active flows of species k
across this membrane and the choice of the function is described
in §2.2.2. Here, n sm is the unit normal pointing from region s to
region m.

Without loss of generality, we impose the potential in the
basal region (at the level of Bruch’s membrane) to be zero.
We prescribe Dirichlet conditions for all variables at the bottom
of the cleft gap, x = 0 (which is also at the level of Bruch’s
membrane), so that

ngk ¼ nbk, fg ¼ 0, k [ {0, . . . , 6}: (2:9a)

We also have symmetry conditions, at y = 0 and y =H/2 + h,
which read

@fs

@y
¼ @nsk

@y
¼ 0, k [ {0, . . . , 6}, s [ {i, g}: (2:9b)

Finally, we impose zero current at the apical region to simulate
the open-circuit condition and to be able to compute the
potential in the apical region (ϕa)

ðH=2þh

h

X4
k¼0

zkjik � nia dyþ
ðh
0

X4
k¼0

zkj
g
k � nga dy ¼ 0, at x ¼ L: (2:9c)

A schematic of boundary conditions is shown in figure 3.
The problem in the cell and cleft is simplified to a set of ODEs
along the x-axis in both cell and cleft (see the electronic supplemen-
tary material for the derivation) with an error of approximation



Table 2. Model reference parameters; please refer to the text for further details on their motivation. The detailed choice of the parameters is described in the
electronic supplementary material.

parameter value source

geometry

length of the cell, L 10 μm [23]

height of the cell, H 10 μm [23]

width of the cleft, 2h 20 nm

thermodynamics

ideal gas constant, R 8.314 J K−1 mol−1

temperature, T 310 K

Faraday constant, F 96 485 C mol−1

membrane transport

factor of apical membrane folding, Aa 10 [1]

average valence of fixed negative charge in the cell, zX 1.5 eq mol−1

total concentration of intracellular buffer, CB 60 mM

representative diffusion coefficient, D 1.7 × 10−9 m2 s−1

representative species concentration, N 100 mM

pump, co-transporter and antiporter coefficients, mol s−1 m−2

PATP PNKCC PaNBC1:2 PaNBC1:1 PNHE PAE PbNBC1:2 PbNBC1:3
1.77 × 10−6 1.78 × 10−6 5.62 × 10−7 10−7 3.16 × 10−7 5.62 × 10−7 5.62 × 10−7 10−7

valence zk, diffusion coefficient Dk, permeability of membrane s, Psk of species k

molecule Na+ K+ Cl− HCO3
− H+ CO2 H2CO3

k 0 1 2 3 4 5 6

zk +1 +1 −1 −1 +1 0 0

Dk, 10
− 9 m2 s− 1 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.23 9.69 1.5 1.5

Pak , m s− 1 0 2.23 × 10− 7 0 0 0 0.015 1.28 × 10− 4

Pbk , m s− 1 0 3.16 × 10− 8 1.25 × 10− 8 0 0 0.0015 1.28 × 10− 5

Ptjk , m s− 1 10− 5 10− 5 0 0 0 0.015 1.28 × 10− 4

nsk , s = a, b, mM 143.7 5 122.5 26.2 pH = 7.45 1.7 0.005

parameter value source

reaction rates

hydration of CO2 (catalysed), kh 1.45 × 103 s− 1 [24]

dehydration of CO2 (catalysed), kd 4.96 × 105 s− 1

equilibrium constant of H2CO3 dissociation, Kd = k1/k− 1 5.3 mM− 1 [1]

equilibrium constant of buffering reaction, Kb = k− 3/k3 1.7 × 10− 4 mM

fluid dynamics

hydrodynamic permeability of the membrane, k 1.28 × 10− 12 m s− 1 Pa− 1 [25]

hydrodynamic permeability of the tight junction, ktj 1.28 × 10− 10 m s− 1 Pa− 1

dynamic viscosity, μ 0.75 × 10− 3 Pa s− 1 water at 35°C
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of order δ = h/L≈ 10− 3. The resulting system of equations is
summarized in electronic supplementary material, §§1 and 2.
2.2.2. Ion fluxes through cell membranes and tight junctions
There are two main pathways for fluid and solutes to cross the
RPE. These are the transcellular pathway (where the transported
material passes through the cell) and the paracellular pathway
(where the material crosses the tight junctions and then passes
down the cleft). The flux through cell membranes and the tight
junctions of solute k that accounts for all active and passive trans-
port from region m to region s is in general given by the
following expression:

Jms
k ¼ Jms

k þAms
k þ

X6
l¼0

X
a[Cms

salkPaD�mms
l : (2:10)

We note that Jms
k ¼ �Jsmk . The first term in (2.10) accounts for

passive flux of solute through the membrane. In the case of ions,
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the passive flux through ion channels is modelled with the
Goldman–Hodgkin–Katz expression [27],

Jms
k ¼ Ps

kV
ms
k

nmk � nsk exp (�Vms
k )

1� exp (�Vms
k )

, k [ {0, . . . , 4}, (2:11)

where Vms
k ¼ (zkF)=(RT)(fm � fs) and Ps

k is the permeability of
membrane s to ion k. We refer the reader to tables 1 and 2 for
the meaning of other symbols and values of the constants in
this expression. We model the flux of CO2 and H2CO3 across
the cell membranes with the following expressions:

Jms
k ¼ Ps

k(n
m
k � nsk), k [ {5, 6}: (2:12)

The second term in (2.10), Ams
k , accounts for the active trans-

port, which in the case of RPE is due to the presence of Na+/K+

ATPase in the apical membrane. We take the flux through this
channel to be represented by the following expression [29]:

JATP ¼ PATP
ni0

KNa þ ni0

� �3 na1
KK þ na1

� �2

, (2:13)

where PATP is the parameter that determines maximum
pump capacity and KNa ¼ 0:2(1þ ni1=(8:33mM))mM and
KK ¼ 0:1(1þ na0=(18:5mM))mM are apparent Na+ and K+ dis-
sociation constants. Therefore, the terms representing active
transport for Na+ and K+ are Aia

0 ¼ 3JATP and Aia
1 ¼ �2JATP,

with the other Ams
k equal to zero.

Finally, the last term in (2.10) represents fluxes through co-trans-
porters and exchangers (excludingATP),which aremodelledusing a
linear non-equilibrium thermodynamics approach (similar to [8]).
The set of such channels in the apical membrane is denoted by
Cia ¼ {aNBC1:1, aNBC1:2, NKCC, NHE} and in the basolateral one
by Cib ¼ Cig ¼ {AE, bNBC1:2, bNBC1:3} (with no such channels in
the tight junctions). The inner sum in (2.10) is performed for all chan-
nels in Cms for given regions m and s. The factor salk is the product of
the number of ions l and k in the stochiometry of channel α,a [ Cms.
For each channel α, this approach requires only one parameter to
describe flux through this channel, Pα, a [ Cms, with the values
reported in table 2. D�msm

k is the dimensionless chemical potential
differenceof ion lbetween regionsm and s,D�mms

l ¼ ln (nml =n
s
l )þ Vms

l .

2.3. Fluid flow
Fluid flow in the cleft is governed by Stokes equations for
incompressible flow,

�rpþ mr2u ¼ 0 (2:14a)
and

r � u ¼ 0, (2:14b)

where u = (u, v) is fluid velocity, p is pressure and μ is fluid
dynamic viscosity. We use the fact that the equations have a
gauge freedom in the pressure to assign zero pressure in the
cell, pi = 0. Following the experimental evidence that the pressure
jump across the RPE is negligible [30], we further assume it has
values of zero in the apical and basal regions, pa = pb = 0, treating
these regions as zero-dimensional compartments. Across cell
membranes and tight junctions, there are osmotic and pressure
driven fluxes, given by expressions

Qag ¼ ktj RT
X6
k¼0

(nak � ngk (L))þ p(L)

 !
(2:15)

and

Qis ¼ ks RT
X6
k¼0

(nik � nsk)þ X þ CB

 !
� ps

" #
, s [ {a, b, g},

(2:16)

where kb = kg = k, ka =Af k and pg = p(x). Therefore, boundary con-
ditions on the cell walls and tight junction of the cleft are
v(x, +h) ¼ +Qig and u(L, y) =Qag. We also assume non-slip
conditions for the longitudinal velocity at y = ±h, u(x, ±h) = 0
and impose zero pressure at the boundary with the basal
region. We use lubrication theory to simplify the problem to an
ODE for the pressure in the cleft (see electronic supplementary
material, §3, for the derivation).

Finally, we impose water balance in the cell using the
following relation:

ðH
0
Qia dyþ

ðH
0
Qib dyþ 2

ðL
0
Qig dx ¼ 0: (2:17)

This balance is required for the volume of the cell to remain con-
stant and it provides the equation to determine the concentration
of large negatively charged molecules in the cell, X. We note that
X is related to concentration of ions in the cell through the elec-
troneutrality condition (2.3c), providing an additional coupling
between fluid and ion transport.

2.4. Summary of the model
The mathematical model described above has been formulated in
two dimensions.We use asymptotic expansionswith respect to the
small aspect ratio of the cleft δ = h/L to simplify it to a one-dimen-
sional problem in the x-direction (see electronic supplementary
material for the derivation). The model has 20 variables, denoted
with a ‘*’ in table 1: concentration of all species in the cell (s = i)
and the cleft (s = g) (nsk(x), k [ {0, . . . , 6}), electrical potential
(ϕs(x)), concentration of negatively charged molecules in the cell
(X), intracellular buffer (B(x)), fluid pressure (p(x)) and transepithe-
lial potential (TEP) (ϕa). These variables are found from solving
numerically (see electronic supplementarymaterial for the details)
the nonlinear system of seven algebraic equations along with the
13 ODEs summarized in table 3. All the simplified equations
along with the boundary conditions, the solution procedure and
methods are presented in electronic supplementary material, §4.

2.5. Sensitivity analysis
Parameter estimation is always challenging as some of the
necessary values are reported in the literature while others
have a range of values reported. Our chosen set of baseline par-
ameters are presented in table 2, and we describe how the
choices were made in electronic supplementary material, §6.

Owing to the large number of parameters, we wish to deter-
mine their relative importance on the model output, focusing on



Table 3. Summary of the model with references to equations in the main text in two-dimensional form (second column) and their simplified one-dimensional
version in the electronic supplementary material (third column). The numbers in parentheses in the first column indicate the number of equations.

equations full model simplified model

conservation of solute in the cell and the cleft (8) (2.3a) for k = 0, 1, 2, 5 (4-2a), (4-2b)

conservation of charge (2) (2.7) (4-2c)

conservation of total CO2 (2) (2.6) (4-2d)

equilibrium of the reaction (2.2) and first part of (2.1) (3) (2.5a), (2.5b) (4-2e), (4-2f )

electroneutrality (2) (2.3c) (4-2g)

fluid transport (1) derived from (2.14) (4-2h)

water balance in the cell (1) (2.17) (4-2i)

open-circuit condition (1) (2.9c) (4-3g)

boundary conditions at x = 0 and x = L

imposed values at the exit of the cleft (2.9) and p(0) = 0 (4-3a)

membrane conditions (2.8) (4-3b)–(4-3e)

water flux across the tight junction derived from u(L, y) = Qag (4-3f )

Table 4. Parameters for the sensitivity analysis and their allowed ranges in the sensitivity study.

membrane permeability range, 108 m s− 1

Pb1 - permeability of basal membrane to K
+ [1, 10]

Pa1 - permeability of apical membrane to K
+ [10, 50]

Pb2 - permeability of basal membrane to Cl
− [0.5, 3.16]

amplitudes of ion channels range, 106 mol m− 2 s− 1

PATP - amplitude of the pump [1, 3.16]

PNKCC - amplitude of co-transporter [0.5, 5]

PaNBC1:2 - amplitude of apical Na
þ�HCO�3 co-transporter [0.1, 3.16]

PaNBC1:1 - amplitude of apical Na
þ�HCO�3 electroneutral co-transporter [0.01, 1]

PbNBC1:2 - amplitude of basal Na
þ�HCO�3 co-transporter 1 : 2 [0.1, 3.16]

PbNBC1:3 - amplitude of basal Na
þ�HCO�3 co-transporter 1 : 3 [0.01, 1]

PAE - amplitude of Cl
��HCO�3 exchanger [0.1, 3.16]

PNHE - amplitude of Na
+−H+ exchanger [0.01, 10]

tight junction permeability to cations range, 106 m s− 1

Ptj - permeability of tight junction to Na+ and K+ [1, 100]
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their effect on water and ion fluxes. We accordingly perform
global sensitivity analysis (GSA) using a variance-based
method, known as the extended Fourier amplitude sensitivity
test (eFAST), proposed in Saltelli et al. [31] and adapted to bio-
logical models in Marino et al. [32]. We consider the 12
parameters listed in table 4 and assume that their logarithms
are uniformly distributed within given ranges, with the purpose
of spanning several orders of magnitude. We further note that
the qualitative results of the GSA are valid and, in conclusions
reported below, are unchanged if the parameters are instead
uniformly distributed across their range.

eFAST produces two sensitivity indices for each parameter:
the first-order sensitivity index Si and the total sensitivity index
STi. Si describes the ‘main effect’ of each parameter and is a
measure of the expected reduction in variance of the model
output if that parameter were kept fixed. STi captures both this
first-order effect and the interaction of a given parameter with
other parameters. In other words, it measures the expected var-
iance that would be left if all but a given parameter were fixed.
These indices allow one to determine parameters which affect
the model output most. A detailed meaning and definition of
these indices can be found in Saltelli et al. [31]. In electronic sup-
plementary material, §5, we report the particular choices we
made for the implementation of the method.
3. Results
Photoreceptors have different levels of metabolic activity, vary-
ing with exposure to light: it is much higher in the dark. This
means that in dark conditions CO2 is produced in the SRS at
a higher rate. We, therefore, focus on two physiologically rel-
evant cases. In the first one, we impose the same values of
CO2 concentration in the apical and basal regions, representing
retina exposed to light.We first show the results for the baseline
parameter values reported in table 2 and then we provide the
results of the sensitivity analysis. In the second case, we
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Figure 4. (a) Left axis: deviation of the ion concentrations along the cleft from those in the basal region for the reference parameters in table 2. The x-axis goes
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respectively. Inset: schematic of the direction and magnitude of water fluxes across cell membranes. (Online version in colour.)
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consider a higher CO2 concentration in the apical region than in
the basal, representing retina in the dark.

3.1. Equal CO2 concentration in the sub-retinal space
and the choroid

In the absence of concentration jumps across the RPE the con-
centration of all species in the cell is constant. In figure 2
(right cell), we report the values of the concentrations and
the electrical potential computed by the model. The concen-
trations predicted for Na+, K+ and TEP (ϕa) compare well to
experimentally measured values [12,20].

The measured values of the Cl− concentration vary across
the literature, from 62mM in the bovine RPE [33] to about
20mM in the toad and chick RPE [34,35]. The value com-
puted by the model is within this range, but we note that it
is high compared with some other mammalian cell types.
Nevertheless, the sensitivity analysis shows that this value
does not significantly affect the behaviour of the system
(results not reported).

HCO�
3 concentration and pH predicted values are compar-

able to those reported in Gallemore et al. [36]. We note that,
owing to the large permeability of cell membranes to CO2

and H2CO3, their concentrations in the cell are predicted to be
almost exactly the same as the values imposed in the apical
and basal regions, i.e. ni5 ¼ 1:7mM and ni6 ¼ 0:49� 10�2 mM.

With the reference parameter set from table 2, the model
predicts the following ion fluxes:
Naþ Kþ Cl� HCO�
3

ion flux, molm�2 s�1 �1:44� 10�6 �1:69� 10�6 �2:34� 10�6 �7:79� 10�7
directed fromtheSRS to the choroid (corresponding to anegative
value). Measurements of ion fluxes across the RPE are limited
and incomplete, with different authors even finding fluxes in
opposite directions. Our model predicts an Na+ flux in agree-
ment with the value of − 1.5 × 10− 6 mol m− 2 s− 1 measured in
an isolated bullfrog RPE-choroid preparation [2]. The calculated
K+ and Cl− fluxes are comparable to those in Dvoriashyna et al.
[11] and the predicted HCO�

3 flux is smaller than that
estimated by Hughes et al. [2], − 3.13 × 10− 6 mol m− 2 s− 1.

We also find that concentration gradients do form in the
thin cleft gaps that separate adjacent cells, owing to the pres-
ence of active ion pumping, as shown in figure 4a. In this
figure, we also show the electrical potential along the cleft
gap. The potential gradient is positive, opposite to the predic-
tion of Dvoriashyna et al. [11]. We attribute this to using a
different value for the tight junction cation permeability. This
change in value was required in order to obtain the experimen-
tally observed values of TEP. This implies that the value of ϕg

on approaching the apical region is closer to the TEP.
Figure 4b shows the osmolarity in the cell and the cleft

predicted by the model. The osmolarity in the cleft is
higher than that in the cell and this induces a local osmotic
flux. The overall effect is the generation of a net water flux
across the RPE, directed from the apical to the basal region.
A schematic of water fluxes through the cell and the cleft is
shown in the inset of figure 4b. For the reference parameters
in table 2, we find a value of the water flux per unit surface
across the RPE equal to Q≈− 9.36 × 10− 9 m s− 1, which is
comparable to measured values of −[1.1, 2.8] × 10− 8 m s−1 [3].
3.1.1. Global sensitivity analysis
We investigate the sensitivity of water and ion fluxes to the
model parameters reported in table 4 with a GSA algorithm,
eFAST. The first-order and total sensitivity indices of model
parameters for water flux are shown in the histograms in
figure 5. The height of each bar is a measure of how much
the corresponding parameter affects water flux. Inspection
of figure 5 shows that first-order and total indices lead to
qualitatively similar results, identify the same parameters as
being important for modifying water flux (the same is true
for ion fluxes).

For the most significant parameters, we show in figure 6
scatter plots with the values of water flux, Q, taken in each
numerical experiment versus the corresponding value of the
parameter. In the plots, we also report in black a curve
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corresponding to a second-order polynomial function fitted
to the data with the least-squares method.

In figure 7, we report total sensitivity indices for ion fluxes.
In the figure indices corresponding to different ions are reported
with different colours. The sensitivity analysis for ion fluxes
highlights the great importance that the Na+–H+ exchanger
and the tight junction permeability have on the system.

It is believed that ion andwater fluxes through epithelia are
tightly linked to each other and that ‘water follows the ions’.
We examine this statement in figure 8, where we plot water
flux versus each of the ion fluxes. Each point corresponds to
a numerical experiment and we identify a general trend in
each scatter plot by reporting (in black) a line fitted with the
least-squares method. The figure shows that a strong link
exists between water flux and Na+ and HCO�

3 fluxes. To a
smaller extent, Cl− flux is also correlated with water flux. On
the other hand, a clear correlation is not found for K+ flux.
The model does confirm that there is a link between ion and
water fluxes, though it is not always conclusive and the concept
that water follows the ions is not a general principle.

We simulated varying the CO2 concentration on both sides
of the epithelium from1% to 13%anddetermined the predicted
responses of water flux, following the experiments performed
by Adijanto et al. [1]. Unlike in the experimental observations,
our model does not predict any significant change in water
transport with variation of CO2 (results not shown).

3.2. Different CO2 concentration in the sub-retinal space
and the choroid

CO2 is produced by photoreceptors at high rates in dark con-
ditions. This results in a higher CO2 concentration in the SRS
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than in the choroid. To model this condition, we assume that
CO2 concentration in the basal region is fixed at 5% and we
increase the concentration in the apical region to 7%. This cre-
ates a jump in CO2 concentration across the RPE, which
induces spatial variability of all variables in the x-direction
in the cell. These induced departures of ion concentrations
from the corresponding average values n̂ik along the cell are
shown in figure 9a. While the average values are approxi-
mately the same as reported in figure 2, there is a
concentration gradient, with the concentrations of Na+ and
K+ decreasing towards the apical membrane, whereas con-
centrations of Cl− and HCO�

3 increase. Moreover, figure 9a
also shows that a potential gradient became established
across the cell in a basal-to-apical direction.

Interestingly, despite these changes in the ion concentration
and the potential gradients that were generated in the cell,
there was little change in the net ion fluxes. This is because the
concentrationand thepotential gradient act inoppositedirections
on the ion transport.With the establishedCO2gradient, therewas
a transepithelial CO2 flux equal to−9.05 × 10−5 mol m−2 s−1, and
directed from the apical to the basal region.

The osmolarity in the cell and a schematic of water fluxes
across the cell membranes are shown in figure 9b. The
decrease in osmolarity towards the apical membrane reduces
the magnitude of the transepithelial water flux to the value of
−0.43 × 10−8 m s−1.

We also performed a GSA for the case with a CO2 gradi-
ent but do not report these results since the conclusions are
similar to those discussed above.
3.2.1. Impact of carbonic anhydrase inhibition
In order to test the effect of CA inhibition, we introduce a factor
α that multiplies the reaction rates (kd and kh) of equation (2.1)
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and their reduction simulates inhibition of this reaction. The
response of water flux Q to a progressive decrease of this
factor is shown in figure 10a. The three curves correspond to
three different CO2 concentrations (5%, 7% and 9%) imposed
in the apical region (the basal CO2 concentration is kept fixed
to 5%). The figure shows that inhibition of CA leads to a signifi-
cant change in water flux towards the choroid. When a CO2

drop across the RPE is imposed, water flux towards the choroid
reduces. However, water flux increases significantly if reaction
(2.1) is inhibited, especially when a CO2 jump across the RPE is
imposed.WhenCO2 concentration is the same in the apical and
basal regions the water flux reaches a maximum value for α≈
10−4. The scatter plot in figure 10b shows the effect of CA inhi-
bition on water flux Q for various model parameters. The
average behaviour suggests that Q increases in magnitude
with CA inhibition.
4. Discussion
Fluid accumulation in the SRS remains a relatively poorly
understood problem, despite its clinical relevance for the for-
mation and development of various sight-threatening
pathological conditions, such as macular oedema, retinal
detachment and age-related macular degeneration [37], and
so a good understanding of this process is of considerable
importance. Mathematical modelling has the potential to sig-
nificantly contribute in this field by developing a framework
that can help clarify underlying physical mechanisms and
direct and interpret further experimental work.

In the present work, we develop a fully coupled, spatially
resolved model of fluid and solute dynamics across the RPE
and aim to study mechanisms of their interaction, extending
the study of Dvoriashyna et al. [11]. We also perform a GSA to
help identify which processes have the largest impact on
transport.

The model predicts that ion concentrations in the cell and
TEP are within physiological range. We also find that the
concentration gradient in the cleft drives a water flux from
the SRS to the choroid of the order of 10−8 m s−1, which is
compatible with the experimentally measured values of
[1.1, 2.8] × 10−8 m s−1 [2,3]. The predicted ion fluxes also
have magnitudes comparable to those found experimentally
[2,38,39].

The sensitivity results, from GSA, suggest that the tight
junction plays a key role in Na+ transport, and large tight junc-
tion permeability to cations is required for the Na+ flux to be
directed from the SRS to the choroid. This is in agreement
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with the hypothesis of Gallemore et al. [37], who argued that the
passive flux through the tight junction towards the choroid
should exceed the active flux of Na+ across the cell towards
the SRS and establishes a net Na+ transport towards the choroid.
Our model also predicts that water flux is roughly proportional
to Na+ flux, with a proportionality constant of 0.0026 m3 mol−1.

The HCO�
3 flux is closely related to Na+ transport, owing to

their coupling throughNaþ�HCO�
3 co-transporters in cellmem-

branes. Hughes et al. [2] performed experiments on isolated
bullfrog RPE-choroid preparations that suggested that fluid
absorption is strongly dependent on the active absorption of
HCO�

3 . The results of our model agree with this, since our
model predicts that water flux is roughly proportional to HCO�

3

flux, and provides a proportionality constant of 0.0016 m3 mol−1.
The GSA suggests that Cl− transport is directed in most

cases towards the choroid. We note that the direction of this
flux is obtained from a balance between basal Cl��HCO�

3

exchanger and basolateral permeability to Cl−. Our model
confirms the hypothesis that fluid transport is enhanced by
a transepithelial Cl− flux (e.g. [33]), although the effect is
less evident than that for Na+ and HCO�

3 .
The GSA indicates which manipulations to perform in

order to adjust the flow. In particular, the model predicts that
increasing the tight junction permeability to cations will
result in an increase of the transepithelial Na+ flux, and thus
of water flux, towards the choroid. To a smaller extent, inhi-
bition of basal Naþ–HCO�

3 (1 : 2) co-transporter and anion
exchanger also increases the rate of fluid removal from the
SRS. The effect of the anion exchanger on water flux has been
confirmed experimentally by Iserovich et al. [40].

The model predicts that the water flux is also sensitive to
the amplitudes of Na+−H+ exchanger (NHE) and Na+−K+

ATPase, inhibition of which results in a decrease in water
flux towards the choroid. Therefore, we anticipate that a
side effect of NHE inhibitors, such as amiloride, or reduced
activity of Na+−K+ ATPase, e.g. due to low metabolic activity,
may result in fluid accumulation.

The model also predicts that if CO2 is being excessively
produced in the SRS, then the water flux in the direction of
the choroid reduces. This is because of the presence of spatial
variability in ion concentration induced by a CO2 gradient in
the cell. This in turn implies a change in osmolarity from the
basal to the apical region, such that the osmolarity in the cell
decreases towards the apical membrane. As a result, the
osmotic water flux across the apical membrane is reduced
(or even reversed), resulting in an overall reduction in
water flux towards the choroid. In other words, the model
suggests that CO2 accumulation in the SRS tends to decrease
water transport. The implication is that acidosis and fluid
accumulation in the SRS are predicted to be linked to each
other, which is experimentally testable.
CA inhibitors are used to facilitate fluid transport [13,14]
or to treat macular oedema [15,16]. This behaviour is cap-
tured by the model since we find that, in the case of a CO2

gradient across the RPE, inhibition of CA smooths the gradi-
ents of all species in the cell (except for CO2), resulting in an
increase in water transport towards the choroid. Thus the
model provides a possible explanation for the physical
mechanism behind the functioning of CA inhibitors.

Adijanto et al. [1] studied the dependency of water flux on
CO2 concentration in the apical and basal solutions. The
authors found that an increase in CO2 concentration on
both sides of the epithelium from 5% to 13% results in a dou-
bling of water flux, suggesting that water transport is
facilitated by CO2. Our model suggests that water flux is
independent of equal CO2 concentration changes on both
sides of the membrane, in disagreement with Adijanto et al.
[1], which may also indicate that the model is incomplete
and additional factors may contribute for large uniform
increases in CO2. However, owing to the high level of coup-
ling among numerous contributions to overall transport, the
addition of further factors would make it difficult to identify
and assess their potential impact.

To summarize, we present a mathematical model that
explains some of the features of fluid and solute transport
across the RPE. It couples fluid, ion and CO2 dynamics
across the epithelium and shows that fluid transport can be
driven by local osmosis in the cleft. The model provides poss-
ible explanations of the mechanisms behind the functioning of
CA inhibitors used to treat fluid accumulation in the SRS. The
results of the model, and particularly of the GSA, may be used
in providing mechanism-based insight for targeting inhibition
of other channels to treat pathological eye states associated
with fluid transport across the RPE. We finally remark that
the model is based on factors that are common to all absorptive
or secretive epithelia and, therefore, can constitute a basic
framework for the study of fluid flow across other tissues.
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